
my relationships: what makes a family?  reception 

Lesson Objectives:

• Children will be given the opportunity 
to think about personal relationships 
and who is important in their lives.


• Children will explore a variety of 
different types of families and 
understand that not all families are 
the same.


• Children will understand the 
importance of relationships to help 
support us and help us to feel safe.


Key Messages:

This lesson explores the diversity of families we have in our class. Children will explore a 
variety of different families and discussion will include asking the children the following 
questions: 

Do all families have a mummy and a daddy?  
Do some people have more than one mummy or daddy? 	  
Do some children have more than one home?  
Do all children have brothers or sisters? 
Do all homes have a pet? 
How do homes make us feel…? 

All families are welcome in our school. Children will learn that whilst not all families look 
the same, a home should be a place that children feel safe and cared for. 

Closing: 
Everyone has the need for friends and family, and people around them who can support and care for them. Grown ups need these 
things too. 


Remember all families are unique and special. It doesn’t necessarily matter who lives in our houses with us, but that our home is 
somewhere we feel safe, cared for and loved. And that we have people around us that help us to feel happy and we can go to for 
help and support - some of those people may be on our personal support networks*.



Carrying on the conversation at home: 
 




reception 

Ask your child who they drew in their house today. Did they draw more than one house? Did 
they include pets? 


It is an ideal opportunity to ask about the other families in your child’s class - not to be nosey! 
But to show interest in their friends and class mates and it is an ideal opportunity to talk about 
issues around diversity and acceptance.


Are there other families like yours? Talk about the similarities and differences between families, 
because families come in all different shapes and sizes. 


All children have questions about whether their family set up is normal and want reassurance. 
The important thing is a family is a place you feel loved, cared for and safe. 


Useful Links:  

• to find out more about children’s 
support networks about Protective 
Behaviours 


